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Abstract: We demonstrate an energetic dual-wavelength ultrashort pulsed source by exploiting
the inherent features of the newly discovered process of soliton self-mode conversion (SSMC) in a
multimode fiber. The generated pulses are at wavelengths of 1205 nm and 1273 nm, respectively,
and the pulse energies are approximately 30 nJ. The natural group-velocity-locking feature of
SSMC ensures minimal relative timing jitter, hence highlighting the utility of exploiting the
new degrees of freedom afforded by field of multimode nonlinear fiber optics. The relative
timing jitter is evaluated by measuring the power fluctuations of generated sum-frequency signals.
When compared to a conventional fiber based dual-wavelength source based on traditional
frequency-shifted solitons, the relative timing jitter is found to be reduced by greater than 11 dB.
Since this process is wavelength-agnostic within the transparency window of optical fibers, our
source provides an attractive means of achieving integrated multi-color ultrashort pulse sources
for a variety of applications.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introducation

Sources operating at twowavelengths are essential for pump-probe experiments, such as stimulated
Raman scattering microscopy (SRS) [1] and coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS) microscopy [2],
and for mid-IR and THz generation via difference frequency generation [3]. One simple solution
is to divide the output of a pump laser and convert each of these to the desired frequencies using
two separate OPOs. Alternatively, if only the frequency separation is of importance and the
absolute frequencies are irrelevant, one can utilize the signal and idler from a single OPO [4]. In
the interest of avoiding bulky alignment-sensitive OPOs, fiber based solutions have also been
investigated. A majority of the fiber based approaches lead to pulse durations of picoseconds or
longer, either by spectrally filtering the gain medium [5–9] or by using time-lens sources [10].
Progress in this regard with ultrashort (i.e. ∼100-fs) pulsed sources, useful for applications such
as hyperspectral imaging via spectral focusing for CARS and SRS [11,12] or mid-IR generation
[3], is, however, limited. This is because, in fibers of useful enough lengths to be used as flexible
media, the long propagation lengths and group-velocity fluctuations, due to environmental or
nonlinear instabilities, lead to relative timing jitter [13]. This is true for all fiber-based sources,
but especially debilitating for fs sources since jitter must be managed to be a fraction of the pulse
width. One way to mitigate this is to use very short fiber samples that approach the length of
nonlinear crystals in OPOs. Recently, a dual wavelength source with low relative timing jitter was
demonstrated via self-phase modulation in an 8.5 cm fiber sample [14]. But for fibers of longer
lengths, a common approach is to divide the output of a fiber laser and subsequently frequency
convert one of these spectral lines via a nonlinear process, e.g. soliton self-frequency shifting
(SSFS), and then combine these two outputs to form a dual-wavelength ultrafast source [12].
In such cases, the magnitude of the resultant timing-jitter can even exceed the pulse duration,
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severely restricting the use of fiber nonlinearities to develop multi-wavelength ultrashort pulse
sources.

In this paper, we demonstrate the generation of dual wavelength ultrashort pulses from a single
nonlinear process – the recently discovered process of soliton self-mode conversion (SSMC)
[15]. SSMC relies on intermodal group-velocity matching, which means that the pulses are
naturally time synchronized and inherently robust to relative timing jitter [16]. In our exemplary
demonstration, the wavelengths are 1205 nm and 1273 nm, pulse energies of both pulses are ∼30
nJ, and the pulse durations are ∼75 fs, leading to peak powers of approximately 400 kW. Since
both wavelengths are created within the fiber, this constitutes a single aperture solution where
both spectrally distinct beams are naturally collinear. The relative timing jitter between these
pulses is analyzed via sum frequency generation (SFG), and the results is compared to a more
conventional pump and SSFS approach.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setups for the two dual-wavelength sources we tested are shown in Fig. 1. The
setup for the SSMC based source is shown in Fig. 1(a), henceforth referred to as the SSMC
source. The pump laser (Y-Fi, KMLabs) delivers 100 fs pulses at 1045 nm (repetition rate is 10
MHz). The LP0,21 mode is excited in a higher order mode (HOM) step index fiber, with a core
diameter of 97 µm and a numerical aperture of 0.34, using a binary phase plate inscribed on a
spatial light modulator (SLM) [17]. The length of the fiber is 60 cm. The LP0,21 mode in this
fiber has a dispersion of 50 ps/(nm km) and an effective area of 1480 µm2, which enables the
formation of high energy solitons at the pump wavelength. A subsequent combination of SSFS
and SSMC generates two pulses at 1205 nm in the LP0,21 mode and at 1273 nm in the LP0,20
mode, respectively. Spectra and the nonlinear dynamics of our experiment are discussed further
in relation to Fig. 2. An axicon is used to convert the modes at the fiber output to Gaussian-like
beams and a long pass filter (LPF) at 1150 nm removes the residual pump [15]. The SSMC
source is compared to a dual-wavelength source obtained using the more conventional approach
of combining a pump laser with a SSFS soliton. This source is referred to as the “pump+ soliton”
source and its experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b). The setup is similar, since a pump pulse
is again launched in the LP0,21 mode, however, due to the slightly lower launched pump power,

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the two dual wavelength sources. (a) The “SSMC” case. (b)
The “pump+ soliton” case.
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the frequency-shifted output soliton is at a wavelength of 1150 nm, still in the LP0,21 mode. The
same 60 cm fiber sample was used. The output is converted to a Gaussian beam using an axicon
and is then spectrally filtered using an 1100 nm LPF to remove the residual pump light. The
pulse is then combined and temporally synchronized with a pump pulse that has passed through
the optical delay line. For either source the output is focused into a nonlinear Beta Barium
Borate (BBO) crystal to obtain second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum frequency generation
(SFG) signals from the aforementioned multi-color sources. The relative timing jitter between
the pulses is evaluated for both sources by analyzing the SHG and SFG signals using a photo
multiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu, H7422-50) and an oscilloscope (Rigol DS1204B). High
relative timing jitter would result in a noisy SFG signal, hence providing a simple quantitative
measure of the relative timing jitter between two-color pulses.

3. Dual-wavelength source characterization

The output spectra of the fiber for the two cases (black and red traces, respectively) are shown
in Fig. 2(a). For the SSMC case (black trace) two spectral features are observed at 1205 and
1273 nm. These spectral features were imaged using 10 nm bandpass filters, the mode images are
shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(d), respectively. Note that the pulse at 1205 nm is in the LP0,21 mode (same
as the launched mode), whereas the pulse at 1273 nm is in the LP0,20 mode. The spontaneous
realization of the two-mode spectral features is a direct consequence of the principles of SSMC
[15]. As described in detail in [15], efficient, coherent power transfer between ultrashort pulses in
two distinct modes occurs when their group indices are matched at a spectral separation close to
one Raman Stokes shift – in this fiber, given the simulated group index curves shown in Fig. 2(b),
note that the LP0,21 mode at 1205 nm has the same group index as the LP0,20 mode at 1273 nm –
perfectly matching the experimental observation of Fig. 2(a). The interaction between these two
pulses can either lead to complete power transfer of the original soliton into the newly formed
soliton or, as in this case, the pump power and fiber lengths can be adjusted such that both pulses
have equal energies at the output of the fiber. The pulse energy of each pulse was measured to
be approximately 30 nJ. Using autocorrelation measurements the pulse duration of both pulses
were found to be approximately 75 fs. This means that the pulses are nearly transform limited
and that their peak powers are approximately 400 kW. Since this interaction is noise-initiated
[18], an input of only one color at the pump suffices to create this robust, two-color ultrashort
pulse emission. The output spectrum for the convention pump+ soliton source is shown as the
red trace in Fig. 2(a). By reducing the pump power slightly (compared to the black trace) the
conventional SSFS soliton only shifts to 1150 nm. The pulse at 1150 nm in the LP0,21 mode
(same as the launched pump pulse) contributes one of the wavelengths for the dual wavelength
source. The other wavelength is a pump pulse at 1045 nm, which comes directly from the pump
laser via a free space delay line. In order to analyze the relative timing jitter between the pulses
the SHG and SFG signals were generated from both sources using a BBO crystal. Figure 2(e)
shows the obtained spectra for the SSMC source (black trace) and the pump+ soliton source (red
trace). For both sources three individual peaks are observed, the middle peak is from SFG and
the two other peaks are SHG signals from either wavelength.
Relative timing jitter between pulses of two different colors manifests in stochastic temporal

walk-off in the BBO crystal; hence the jitter can be ascertained by measuring the relative standard
deviation (RSD) of the pulse energy of the resultant SHG and SFG signals. Each of the spectral
features in Fig. 2(e) were isolated using 10-nm bandpass filters and the measured traces from
the PMT were captured on an oscilloscope. The detection system (PMT+ oscilloscope) has a
nanosecond response time, hence the obtained traces are a convolution between the femtosecond
SHG or SFG pulses and the response of the detection system. This means that the peak voltage is
directly proportional to the pulse energy of the SHG or SFG pulse. Thus the RSD of the peak
voltage is proportional to the fluctuation in pulse energy. In the measurements the RSD of the
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Fig. 2. (a) Output spectra from the HOM fiber for both dual wavelength sources. (b)
Simulated group index versus wavelength for the two HOMs of interest. (c) Experimental
mode image of the LP0,21 mode. (d) Experimental mode image of the LP0,20 mode. (e)
Spectra of generated SHG and SFG components for both sources.

peak voltage is calculated based on 1000 traces. Timing jitter has no influence on the peak power
of SHG signals, thus to establish the baseline noise of the system, e.g. arising from pump power
fluctuations and mechanical instabilities in the setup, the SHG signals from the pump directly and
the 1150 nm SSFS soliton were measured. Figure 3(a) shows a 20-second temporal persistence
trace for the SHG of the pump, the RSD was found to be 2.5%. This is predominantly from the
relative intensity noise (RIN) of the laser, the mechanical instability of the optical components
required for the SHG generation, and any electrical noise added thereafter. Figure 3(b) shows a
similar trace for the SHG of the soliton at 1150 nm, yielding an RSD of 3%. Hence, we conclude
the baseline noise of our system to be RSD< 3%.

Fig. 3. Each plot displays 20-second persistence traces. The calculated statistics provided
along with each figure are the maximum peak values analyzed for 1000 pulses sampled over
a few minutes. (a) SHG signal directly from the pump laser, and (b) SHG signal from the
soliton at 1150 nm [red trace in Fig. 2(a)].

Next, the SFG signals for the two sources are analyzed in a similar manner. Figure 4(a) shows
a 20-second persistence trace of the SFG signal for the conventional pump+ soliton source. The
RSD calculated from 1000 traces was found to be 31.7%. After baseline subtraction this results in
a RSD of 28.7%, by assuming a normal distribution of the relative timing jitter, this corresponds
to a standard deviation of the relative timing jitter of 42 fs. This illustrates the devastating impact
of relative timing jitter between the free-space pump laser and the conventional SSFS soliton
pulses. This is, indeed, the fundamental problem with dual-wavelength ultrashort-pulse fiber
sources. In contrast, Fig. 4(b) shows the temporal traces of the SFG signal obtained using pulses
from our SSMC source. The signal looks remarkably similar, in stability, to the baseline trace of
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SHG from a soliton [Fig. 3(b)], and the RSD is only 5.1%. After baseline subtraction this results
in a RSD of 2.1%, which corresponds to a standard deviation of the relative timing jitter of 8
fs. By comparing the SFG signals from our dual-wavelength SSMC based source with that of
the conventional pump+ soliton approach it is found that the relative power fluctuations, after
subtracting the baseline, is reduced by 28.7/2.1= 11.4 dB. This is enabled by the fact that the
two wavelengths created via the SSMC process arise from the same nonlinear process, which
fundamentally relies on intermodal group velocity matching within the HOM fiber. Furthermore,
as both pulses are generated within the optical fiber, this represents a single aperture solution,
since even though the pulses are in different spatial modes the beams are naturally collinear.
Hence, they can be converted with high efficiency to Gaussian beams using two cascaded axicon
elements [19].

Fig. 4. Each plot displays 20-second persistence traces. The calculated statistics provided
along with each figure is the maximum peak value analyzed for 1000 pulses sampled over a
few minutes. (a) The SFG signal between the pump and soliton pulses, and (b) the SFG
signal for the two pulses generated via SSMC.

4. Discussion on operation wavelengths and frequency separations

While the experiments described here concern only one pair of wavelengths, as we have shown
earlier, SSMC can be induced to yield solitons spanning the wavelength range of at least 1000 nm
to 1700 nm [15], and with appropriate pumps, can span the entire wavelength range in which a
fiber is transparent. Hence, these dual-color sources can be obtained in an effectively wavelength
agnostic manner. Given that SSMC primarily occurs close to the Raman gain peak (simulations
indicate that the frequency separation between the pulses can range from 12 to 18 THz [18]), this
process may suggest limitations on the achievable frequency separations. However, fiber design
may also enable locking, not just two, but multiple modes via the SSMC process, in which cases
achievable frequency separations could be dramatically increased. Alternatively, another method
of controlling the frequency separation is choice of fiber material, since the obtainable frequency
separations are related to the Raman Stokes shift. An example of this is phosphosilicate fibers,
which exhibit Raman shifts of ∼39 THz [20] – 3x larger than that in silica.

5. Summary and conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated an energetic dual-wavelength ultrashort-pulse fiber source
that is nearly free of relative timing jitter, which is usually an issue of concern for fiber-based
multi-color sources. The enabler is an intermodal nonlinear effect referred to as soliton self-mode
conversion (SSMC), which inherently leads to time-synchronized and transform-limited pulses,
directly out of the fiber. For this specific demonstration the dual wavelengths were generated at
1205 and 1273 nm in the LP0,21 and LP0,20 mode, respectively. The pulse energies were 30 nJ for
each pulse and the pulse durations were approximately 75 fs. The absolute wavelength could
in principle be generated at any wavelengths within the transmission window of silica fibers,
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however, due to the nature of SSMC the relative frequency separation is always close to the
Raman gain peak (12 to 18 THz). We speculate that future work could increase this frequency
separation by utilizing fibers of different materials or by utilizing multi cascaded SSMC processes.
The ability to obtain fiber sources that provide relative timing jitter free ultrashort pulses at
multiple colors would be attractive for a variety of pump-probe experiments as well as mid-IR
and THz generation schemes that rely on difference frequency generation.
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